
SUCCESS IS NEVER FINAL

It's courage that counts. Success is not final; failure is not fatal. It is the courage to continue that counts. I have never
seen a source for this.

Sure, they have to go through the stages of grief associated with failure. I never liked failure. Whether you
want to call this a conspiracy or simply miseducation, the fact of the matter is that most people are left in the
dark. Popular Posts. We only care about winning. In fact, it was hitting rock bottom and being penniless and
homeless that likely propelled him with the determination and persistence to achieve his goals. He had no idea
how he was going to go from a failure in life, to succeeding. We can go through torment, pain and depression
on a constant basis. Denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance are all part of the learning process
associated with failure. Privacy Guaranteed! The fact is that we spend so much time being afraid of failure ,
when in fact we need to welcome it. As the commentators were talking about Bubba, they said he came in
50th place last year having won it the year before in  As a result, we can achieve outlandish goals. We need to
embrace failure with open arms because it does far more to serve us than it does to hinder us. That was the
only way we was able to feed the hungry soul that was relying on him. So, when a person does actually
receive a windfall of cash, they have no idea what to do with it. Anything can happen. So he suffered that
plight on his own, watching his son sleep, replaying all his worst fears and nightmares across his mind. It
seldom happens that way at least. He had to give it all he had. You can allow failure to be fatal. From lottery
winners to those that receive large inheritances, much of it gets spent into oblivion. He had to fight. He cupped
his hand over his mouth in an effort not to wake his son but it was too little too late. It takes lion-hearted
courage to push forward. He was too proud. This post first appeared on MarriottOnTheMove. Not this. When
things are handed down to you your entire life, you can never gather the spiritual, mental, emotional and
physical capacities it takes to achieve something monumental. That was his only means of surival. But he
refused to ask for help. How can we achieve our goals without getting so discouraged along the way?
Anything but that. You have to take things with a grain of salt. That knife was stuck inside my chest and
twisted around and around. And like Sisyphus pushing the rock up the hill, we should never rest on our
laurels, but continue to race to the top, realizing it is a race that we can never stop running. He learned "the
hard way" that success is never final. And realize that you can achieve anything you put your mind to.
Massive pain is a hallmark of failure. If it was, then no person who ever failed before would succeed in their
lives. He just wanted a place he could call home, some money to pay the bills and put food on the plate.


